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OFFICIAL WINNERS LIST
Best Feature Film
THE DARKEST (2017) 70 min France
Director: Robin Entreinger

A tent in the mountains, in the middle of nowhere. It was supposed to be a romantic
weekend in the wild. But when darkness fell, it became a nightmare. They were not alone.

Best Short Film
That is your baby (2017) 14 min Bulgaria
Director: Hristo Poriazov

Faith brings together two women and a little girl. In an emotional conversation, the women
uncover that they have a close bond. One of them lost her son and donated his heart
anonymously, whilst the little girl received a heart. At the end of the conversation we
witness the most amazing meeting.

Best Documentary Film
God is in the Boat (2016) 5 min United Kingdom
Director - Bailey Tom Bailey

Where is God? Texan Pastor Wes Magruder gives us his first hand account of the
refugee crisis from Camp Moria, Lesvos.

Best Animation
Falling in Love (2016) 4 min United Kingdom
Director: Giacomo Ghigo

'Falling in Love' is a black comedy revolving around suicide. Tired of his life, our 'hero'
Salomone endlessly tries to kill himself in various manners, but luckily/unluckily for him
he keeps failing over and over, until he meets the woman of his dreams and falls in love
with her.

Best Music Video
Alive (2016) 3 min Belgium
Director: Lorene Yavo

A traveller finds a mysterious statue and falls under its spell.

Best Experimental
Delicatessen (2017) 5 min USA
Director: Fenglin Chen

A romantic relationship blossoms between a man and a woman when they first meet in a
delicatessen. Their desires get projected onto the food, turning them alive, into uncanny
mutated composite of limbs and organs.
A supermarket love story that plays with food as a metaphor of sensual desires

Best Video Art
Flatland

(2017) 13 min Iran

Director: Alireza Keymanesh, Amir Pousti

Flatland has come out as of a group exhibition under the collective title Flatland. The
exhibition comprised works by seven other artists in various fields of art, such as
sculpture, painting and visual art.

Best Actor
Best Actress
Whoever Was Using This Bed (2016) 20 min Australia
Director: Andrew Kotatko
Best Actor - Jean-Marc Barr
Best Actress - Radha Mitchell

A married couple is woken in the dead of night by a mysterious phone call. Unable to
sleep, they are drawn into an unsettling examination of their fears and desires.

Best Screenplay
A JOB INTERVIEW (2016) 7 min Greece
Director: Antonis Glaros

In Greece, during the hardship years of the economic crisis and the unemployment
boost, another job interview is taking place; but things are not always how they appear;
or are they?

Best Director
Best Cinematography
Bad Habits (2016) 15 min Cyprus
Director: Emilios Avraam

Bad Habits is a neo-noir crime/mystery short film that revolves around a library
cataloger who makes a discovery. In his attempt to address the matter he gets caught up
in a dangerous scheme that puts him at risk. In the meantime he forms a new habit.
Good or bad? That's subjective!!!

Best Editing
Damn it ! (2016) 9 min France
Director: Anthony ANDRIOT

During the financial crisis, a man will do anything to survive.

FINALISTS
Dee Gal (2017) 15 min United Kingdom
Director - Kumara Raja

A teen age girl who is into drugs - mescaline/peyote which gives hallucinations - has
alter ego and she is responsible to take care of her mother who is paralyzed and a little
sister and what happens to her is the short.

The Foodies (2017) 17 min France
Director - Julien de Volte, Arnaud Tabarly

Completely mad, very hungry, "The Foodies" make a terrifying and evil family.
Victims of the crisis affecting their area, and under the direction of Gertre, the
patriarch, they are ready to do anything for food, including the worst.

Expiration Date (2017) 4 min USA
Director - Shwenn, Shunya Chang

A poetic story about searching for an unexpired romance, a mélange of sexy
fantasy and innocent love.
Howls (2017) 16 min United Kingdom
Director - Catriona MacInnes

A young mum runs away with her fragile son to a woodland hut community
in Scotland and door steps a random boy she has recently met. When hope
of acceptance in his community quickly fades, she loses control, whilst her
son finds solace in a mysterious wolf

All Too Human (2017) 96 min USA
Director - Dir. Travis D. Brown, Mandy Stockholm

After struggling with years of severe depression, Mark has decided that today is the day to end his
misery. There is no moral or spiritual philosophy that can bring about Mark’s salvation and
convince him that suicide is not the most pragmatic choice to make. Driven by this hard, cold logic
he decides to cut himself off from those around him and tries to take his life, but no matter how he
tries to accomplish his task, life gets in the way. Throughout his journey, many would-be saviors
attempt to convince him that life does in fact have meaning and is worth living. Can any of them
get through to Mark and change his mind?

We Are Throwers (2017) 58 min Poland
Director - Piotr Smietana

Almost 80 years after initial boom, yoyos are no longer just a toy from a bygone era of our
grandparents. For many it's a sport, for others it's an art form, while some consider it just a hobby.
We Are Throwers is a documentary showcasing modern yoyoing and unique perspective on it by
players from all around the world, as they travel, compete, perform and express themselves. Filmed
in USA, Japan, Poland, Czech Republic and Iceland.

Inferno (2017) 57 min USA
Director - Dustin Rosemark

A contemporary horror adaptation of Dante's Inferno, shot entirely on B+W film.
The Fairies Song (2016) 3 min Portugal
Director - Cristina Vieira

The mystic power of the forest reveals a universal beauty, in an absolute balance of opposite energies.
The magic happens through the fantastic instrumental of Nuno & The End.

No Man's Land: A Folktale (2017) 15 min USA
Director - Ty Turley

A stubborn farmer moves his family into a new village, and decides he wants to farm in the sacred
forest. But the spirits in the forest have a plan of their own. This film enacts a folktale from Sierra
Leone, a story about being stewards of the land.

MetaFilm (2017) 95 min Mexico
Director - Chiva

A Mexican couple out fronts different situations on their way to making a movie in Humboldt
County. On their journey they question themselves about destiny, signals, independent
filmmaking, will; and they represent their thoughts and learnings in musical and psychedelic
sequences, dreams and spontaneous words and phrases that construct these wonders and seekings
of their minds.

Requiem for Greed (2017) 38 min USA
Director - Eugene Salganik
A spoof on the recent financial crisis narrated by Adam Smith and Karl Marx.
Reuben (2017) 14 min USA
Director - Kaisania Calubaquib

After the death of his wife, a depressed man, Dante, tries to express his grief by
focusing on his art, neglecting his son Reuben, who happens to have special needs. But
Reuben helps his father regain the taste of life through his unconditional love and his
shared passion for art. Finding some comfort at the bottom of a bottle, Dante has been
having anger outbursts that ended up in shattered glasses. But despite all that, Reuben
does not give up on his father and tries his best to pick up the broken pieces. After an
intense altercation between Reuben and his father, Dante found something in between
the pages of Reuben's coloring book that reminded him of the family he once had. As
Dante comes back to his home, he finds Reuben, trying to restore the shattered pieces
back together again.
A non-dialogue short film, which is expressed solely through visual story telling and
symbolism.

Things Fall Apart (2017) 80 min Canada
Director - Hussein Juma

Part mumblecore drama, part surreal horror film, "Things Fall Apart" when a strange,
mysterious artifact is shared at a dinner party causing a group of old friends to question
their loyalties and finally, their sanity.

MY FLAW (2017) 75 min France
Director - Benoit Magne

You have a loaded gun in your hand. One bullet and everything will explode.
What is the target ? He hasn't told you yet. He gave you the gun and said « Hide it ».
You blindly obeyed because he's dangerous now.
You were friends before. But he has changed. Fear.
Fear has spread into his guts.
You have also changed since she came back.
You wanted to destroy, now you want to help. You wanted to disappear and today you want to
love.
A free adaptation of F.dostoïevski "Demons".

Needle Boy(2016) 73 min Denmark
Director - Alexander Bak Sagmo

Life has become unbearable for 23 year old Nick who is convinced that he's an evil
person. Consequently, he shows up at the university with a gun in his pocket wanting to
shoot his fellow students. But something beats him to the punch; a few hours before his
classmates have died in a terrible drowning accident at sea. Nick now stands alone with a
gun in his pocket, and he faces 24 dark hours in Aarhus where everyone around him
perceives his frustration as grief.
All Together (2016) 8 min Turkey
Director - Nejla Osseiran

The civil war in Syria, ongoing since March 2011, has caused an inevitable refugee
problem. Millions of war victims who wanted to take refuge in various parts of Europe
took a dangerous journey at the risk of their lives.
The main route to Europe was crossing the sea from Turkey to the Greek Island of Lesvos.
There, local and foreign volunteers who embraced these people coming by sea did their
best to help ease their pain.
They are the ones who show us that there are no boundaries between people and that we
are all equal and need to be together.
In this human tragedy, these volunteers are the light of hope...

Marvelous City (2017) 3 min Germany
Director - Dmitry Zakharov, Jake Harrison Meyer

Marvelous City deals with the representation of various reality forms which
are influenced by our contemporary society.
Do we seriously question and work towards our dreamlike concepts and
expectations, or are we at risk to get lost within them, without ever ful filling
our needs?
In this video we explore the inner connection of points in time
throughout our minds, physical space and the digital world, using 3D Scans of
the band WOMAN and VHS recordings of our city.
Our work tries to express the important moment in which we dare to
transform from our state, and start to embody our own concept of reality
beyond the temporary position and perception.
El Audífono (The Earpiece) (2015) 15 min Spain
Director - Maria Hengge

Fernando and Perfecta are a married couple who have been married for 50 years. He is an
amateur magician, who is a bit deaf and forgetful. He uses his magic to draw his wife's
attention. However, she only cares about her cats, because they disappear in strange
circumstances. One day, Perfecta finds out that Fernando is the one who is responsible for
the cats disapearance and the strange death of her beloved cats, so she takes revenge in
their anniversary dinner.

Alfa Ena (2017) 27 min Greece
Director - Emmanouil Markakis

On a post-apocalyptic planet, where oxygen has vanished from the atmosphere, a bright
mind tries to figure out methods of establishing a -necessary for survival- society model
through his science.
Emerald Ice (2016) 16 min USA
Director - Jesseca Ynez Simmons

Emerald Ice is a cinematic journey exploring the mind of the American poet Diane
Wakoski. This experimental short brings to the screen her work--the sprawling beauty
that is Diane's emotional spectrum.

Household Accounts (2017) 96 min USA
Director - BILL C. Davis

In the Northeast a man buys a new house to save his damaged marriage just as his beloved
nephew arrives from the South with a crisis which opens up years of repressed grief and
calls into immediate action a death bed promise. North and South - Christian and agnostic past and future collide in this poignant human comedy of good intentions and difficult
decisions.

Black or White (2016) 135 min Argentina
Director - Matias Rispau

Driven by an inhuman force, Adrian returns to town to take revenge for the murder of his
girlfriend. Julio, an old friend, makes him remember times that no longer exist in an
attempt to restore his sanity. The resurgence of the beast, a constant metamorphosis, a
journey of contrasts will take him from one end to another ... from a Black to a White.

Break Into Your House (2016) 52 min Brazil
Director - Vitor Guerra

Through a first-person story of a Brazilian immigrant living in London, the film is a
critical memory conceived by collective life, delusional thoughts, anarchist houses, minidv retails, punk kids, found poetry and a narrator that incorporate ghosts from colonialism
when he looks himself in the mirror 5 years later.

Korean Dog Meat Exposé (2017) 21 min Korea, Republic of
Director - James Hyams, AJ Garcia, Taehoon Lee

In this in-depth investigative documentary, we expose the current conditions in dog farms
in South Korea using raw, undercover footage shot via smartphone.

The Veiled (2016) 12 min Australia
Director - Joshua Long

As a daughter grinds away as caretaker for her father she discovers some memories are
best left hidden under the veil of dementia.
SECOND CHANCE (2017) 29 min France
Director - Andrea Emanuela Bossoni

A young priest crosses himself while watching the stained-glass windows by Max Ingrand
in the choir of St Pierre de Montmartre church. Then he walks quickly towards one of the
three doorways of the western facade and he goes out. He walks along the small forecourt
overlooking rue du Mont-Cenis, he's absorbed in his thoughts till he catches sight of a very
beautiful young woman that he knows quite well standing a little further. She’s in front of
him, with her back turned to him.

How to fall apart : a true love story (2016) 65 min Belgium
Director - Jelle Janssens, Sofie Hanegreefs

‘How To Fall Apart – A True Love Story’ is the remarkable tale of two people who find
each other by saying goodbye.
Jelle and Sofie are two filmmakers who share a history as a couple. They also both have
their own trauma to deal with. During a research trip in Greece they are inevitably
confronted with their problems. They decide to point the camera at themselves, and start
filming their candid talks, their personal contemplations and their everyday lives.
Documentary and lush impressionistic images are combined into a unique whole. The result
is a courageous film that shows how depression can be a force of positive change in life.

911-PIZZA (2016) 7 min Belgium
Director - Elefterios Zacharopoulos

One day a woman call 911 and order a pizza ..... And if this. Time it's not a joke ?

Every Child Is A Gift From Above (Profides Band) (2016) 5 min Romania
Director - Andrei Goagă, Crăița Ene-Goagă

A young family realizes in a dramatic way the real value of having and raising children,
beyond any other life accomplishment.

COMA – The Sea (2016) 3 min Germany
Director - Nils Knoblich, Florian Maubach

ETHNOPHOBIA (2016) 14 min Albania
Director - JOAN ZHONGA

Survival, clash and symbiosis go side by side; all accompanied by bursts of joy and pain as
a result of man’s internal need to find and exaggerate differences when similarities are
obviously greater.

What The People Want (2016) 3 min USA
Director - Kathleen Judge

This animated music video takes inspiration from the songs lyric
and especially the disappearance, murder, and attacks on women around the world.
Specifically the missing and murdered African American women in the U.S., women on
buses in India, the women of Ciudad Juázez and murdered Indigenous women in Canada

Claire & Bruno : a story of love and fresh meat (2016) 23 min France
Director - Lionel Delebarre

Claire and Bruno are not very happy together.
They are going on a vacation, secretly hoping to mend fences with each other.
Just in time : the world is coming to an end.

ONE LIFE (2016) 10 min Germany
Director - Laura N. Junghanns

Matthew Wood's 10-minute music video "One Life" depicts the gloomy future vision of a
society in which right-wing populists have seized power. The secret ceremony of a love
marriage between two women is unmasked by the power of the government’s soldiers.
For Matthew Wood, this celebration is culminating in a swift escape showing the abysses
of a society ruled by a totalitarian regime.

Future, It's far too big (2014) 80 min Italy
Director - Giusy Buccheri, Michele Citoni

Dreams, worries, hopes of Re and Zhanxing, two second-generation youths in present day
Italy. Re was born in Italy in a Filipino family. He lives in Rome with his parents and
sister, is engaged, attends university, works, and one day hopes to be accomplished in the
arts. Zhanxing was born in China and at the age of ten has reached her parents who had
moved to Italy. She is a graduate, lives alone, is looking for a clear definition of herself
and will try to find it by traveling towards her own origins. They are young, and becoming
adults imagining a future that coincides with their dreams. The amateur images shot by the
two protagonists intertwine with the ones of the authors, providing the spectator with a
composite and original narrative.
6 AND 1 (IN THE MIND) (2016) 91 min Bulgaria
Director - Lachezar Petrov

Lora, Galya, Iva, Misho Render, Rado Extreme and Kamen are co-workers and good
friends. They are inseparable even at the weekends. Their love for adventures takes them
every weekend to new places where they look for proximity to nature and, above all,
extreme experiences. Although not of a single mind about this, they still go along with the
group when it comes to extreme adventures.

Hope (2016) 10 min Norway
Director - Adam A. Losurdo

NO ZOMBIE IS PERFECT
A senseless wandering ghoul roaming the world full of the hunger-less undead and hateful
humans will soon discover a craving, leaving him completely and utterly without hope.
After a mysterious disease struck society, poor Karl, like the rest of his kind, became one
of the many outcasts in the modern world. While most folks went about their everyday
lives, eventually accepting and ignoring the timid zombies themselves, those that became
hostile towards the infected, faced no true consequences.
Touch of an Angel (2015) 60 min

Poland

Director - Marek Tomasz Pawlowski

It’s a very personal, poetic tale of a deaf man who returns to the places where he found
refuge as a boy. He finds his hiding places bringing back horrific memories. Sounds return
to him, which as he describes "shut in him like in a shell". My hero, Henryk Schoenker,
remembers people who consumed by fear refused to help and those who selflessly risked
their lives. It’s not just a wartime story but an account of how even the smallest gesture can
save a life.

Hermetica Komhata HK320 (2016) 92 min Spain
Director - Ricardo Salvador

From 1941 to 1943, Dr Joseph H. Stanislaw produced a science fiction film with which he
intended to disclose his theories and research concerning the study of the influence of
cosmic emanations on the human mind, through his experiments with film of Ektoplasmic
sensitivity. The story of this unique scientist and his unreleased film (Sadly destroyed by
Soviet authorities during the siege of Leningrad). It seemed lost forever ...

Their Land, Our Home 29 min

United Kingdom

Director - Ryan Powell

Weaving legend and reality, ‘Their Land, Our Home’ is a snap shot of the final days of the
neighbourhood of Santa Filomena, one of Portugal’s last shantytowns. The film gives voice
to those whose homes are being destroyed through the governments out dated slum
clearance program. Through their stories we see that what is being lost are not just houses
but a community, an identity and feeling of belonging. These are things that, once
destroyed, are not easily rebuilt.

Shotgun (2016) 90 min

Australia

Director - Paddy Jessop

This film is without dialogue and relies on clever visuals and excellent sound design to tell
the story of a man's fall into severe psychosis.
Robbed, fired, dumped and off his meds, he now sees things that aren't there. Insanity and
hatred grow while his rage festers, his mind is chaos and he wants others to pay for it.
Madness will take him and his shotgun will purge.

FOGG (2016) 94 min USA
Director - Elvis Wilson

A neuroscientist developing a cure for sociopathic behavior exacts revenge when she
discovers that one of research subjects has murdered her sister.

New Noum (2016) 68 min France
Director - Cinéma Fragile

New Noum is a poetic retrospective of the Soviet then Russian nuclear activity in the
Arctic between 1955 and 2016.
It melts found footage, raw images, poetry and electro Arctic pulsating music in an
atomic fusion for eyes and ears.
Aurelia (2016) 67 min France
Director - Katia Viscogliosi & Francis Magnenot

Is
the
present
poetic
enough
to
answer
to
yesterday’s
world?
Katia Viscogliosi and Francis Magnenot travel in Italy along the Via Aurelia, in the
footsteps of Katia’s father. It’s the path he had taken in 1951, he was 13, looking for a
better future. The movie captures life as it manifests throughout the way - seaside resorts,
beaches, industries, ports, inhabitants - an adds to this present the characteristic
timelessness sideration experienced by the traveler.

Inside Outside (2015) 12 min Israel
Director - Shira Meishar

Walter is waiting at the last station of his journey through life. His family and friends all
know what is best for him. But in the end they have to understand that his ending belongs
only to him.

CASH aka GEN AR (2016) 83 min France
Director - Gilles Thompson

An ingenious theft of heavily protected jewels a great start for the diamond plotters. But
back at their hideout their clever plans begin to unravel. Who actually has the diamonds?
Will one of them run off with the diamonds and a new identity leaving the rest to face the
huge police investigation alone? Can they trust each other to not betray them to the police?
And at the back of all their minds is one of them actually a police spy. The Diamond
plotters..clever thieves, false ids, double crossing and lots of bad, bad blood.

Once upon a dream (2016) 13 min Belgium
Director - Anthony Nion

When Valentin meets Ludivine, he is convinced she's the girl he has been dreaming of for
the past weeks... Litteraly, the girl of his dreams ! Only, Ludivine has a feeling this boy
meet girl scenario will take a nightmarish turn...

Prejudices against shadows (2016) 94 min France
Director - Emmanuel Plasseraud

Back to Russia, after one year spent in Bordeaux (south of France) as a student, Katia
discovers that the world that she knew is not exactly the same anymore. Trying to
understand why she feels so strange in front of her family and friends, she remembers what
happened in France in the past year.

Liberation (2016) 19 min Germany
Director - Kimia Eyzadpanah

An Afghan married couple with great love. However social convention force them to keep
secrets from one another. Submitting to the Pressure from his family, Assil keeps his wife
locked up in their home. Still, Tahereh finds a way to leave the house daily without her
husband finding out.
Vicious Minds Project (2016) 9 min Switzerland
Director - Michael Resin

Betrayed by his best friend, Michael decides to take revenge by calling the strengths of the
darkness.

Non Citizen land From Latvia to Ukraine (2016) 52 min France
Director - MacGaw Philippe

While ukraine is fighting to get away from russian influence, what does the latvian “noncitizen land” teach us, with its 300 000 russian-speakers wound up into the recesses of
history?
The story takes place in latvia, where most russian-speakers are officially registered as
“non-citizen”. With its non-citizens, as if lost at sea and stuck between east and west
since 1991, the small country showcases chapters of post-soviet european history.

SEMI-FINALISTS
TWOFOLD 35 min Czech Republic
Director - Luděk Wellart
Anton - Lola - Frank. One, two, one, two one? Everything seems real but what if it's not?
One affects the other. How do you tell reality and dream apart and vice versa?

Behold, such clown (2017) 25 min Denmark
Director - Jacob Pilgaard

On his very last day working as a hospital clown, Elias encounters his past when he meets
a dying girl. A meeting which may finally give him redemption for his mistakes.
M.I.A. A Greater Evil (2017) 86 min USA
Director - Abishek J. Bajaj
A group of American college students embark on an
expedition looking for gold in the war-torn jungles of
Vietnam. Their dreams quickly unravel when an unplanned
detour leaves the group lost and wandering where many
before them have mysteriously vanished without a trace. A
terrifying night-time encounter makes them realize they are
not alone. Tensions mount, as echoes of the Vietnam War
follow their every step through the battle-ravaged jungle.
Will they find a way out, or will they become the latest
victims of a savage and bloody war? M.I.A. A Greater Evil
reignites burning questions that remain unanswered from one
of the most controversial wars of the 20th century.

Ineffable (2017) 30 min France
Director - Maxence Cazorla, Hachem El Yamani

After the tragic death of Helie, Finn's childhood sweetheart, he is overwhelmed by
regret and grief. Finn becomes a despondent recluse, sheltering himself in his room for
weeks. One night, locked in silent misery, he receives a mystifying phone call from his
beloved Helie. With the help of a mysterious stranger, Finn embarks on a journey
through time and space in search of Helie, and to restore the very fabric of his life...
Taxi Anahit (2017) 20 min Netherlands
Director - Kia Aziz

Arthur is a an Armenian actor.He left his country to end up as taxi driver in the
Netherlands.
He can't face his reality.
His struggle alienated him from his true self.

The Art Of Moving (2016) 88 min Germany
Director - Liliana Marinho de Sousa

Daya Al-Taesh is an anti-IS satirical web series created by a group of Syrian
videoactivists. They produce the episodes from their base in Gaziantep, Turkey. After
receiving threats from IS supporters they leave to Istanbul with the aim to broadcast an
improved topical-comedy show for Syrian TV. But obstacles keep arising in an already
unstable situation, pressuring the group’s work and friendships. They are forced to make
decisions about the future of their activism and the possibility of stable life in Istanbul, or
elsewhere. This film is a refreshing take on the refugee crisis, the encroachment of IS and
the fateful choices left to Syria’s youth.
It's a Flawed Circle (2017) 108 min Italy
Director - M.I.

Who's Jane? Theo, in search of his place in the world, will try to discover the true
identity of the girl. But many secrets and ancient grudges will come to light...

Tribute (2017) 15 min India
Director - Kondaiah Mane

Sakharams family is taking care of their niece, (sangeeta), saru (sakharams wife) is against
sangeeta studying, whereas her son (gana) is allowed to skip school.
Sangeetas father falls ill. Inspite, Sangeeta travels to town for her examinations. During
which she gets a call that her father is no more.
Sangeeta is questioned why she did not come for her fathers last rites.
She had promised her father that she would return only after completing the exams.
Sangeetas photo appears in the newspaper. But none from her family can read. She has
topped the examinations. A fitting shradhanjali(tribute) to her father.

Leipzig Fairy Tale (2017) 22 min

Germany

Director - Anaïs Clerc-Bedouet

Nina (30) makes a living as a graphic designer in France. As she is looking for a new job,
she goes to Leipzig (Germany) for an interview. There, she meets Maren, a German artist
who shows her an alternative way of life. This encounter calls into question her relationship
with her boyfriend.

Mary (2016) 28 min

Croatia

Director - Juraj Primorac

Marinko is an assistant worker in the tow-away service. He lives in a cheap rented flat in
Zagreb and has only one friend although it sometimes seems better not to have even that
one. Recently, he has been having visions of the Virgin Mary everywhere: in stone, in the
clouds, in a glass. Marinko is not sane
Penitent (2017) 74 min Ireland
Director - Brian Stynes

Imprisoned for dangerous driving and possession of illegal substances, Jason Buckley is
finding it difficult to adjust to life outside prison. Jason was driving home from the hospital
where his mother had recently passed away when he lost control of his car and hit a young
boy killing him instantly, to make matters worse, his lifelong ne'er do well friend, Joe, had
hidden a kilogram of street ready cannabis in Jason's car, for safe keeping the owner of
which will seek reimbursement for the loss of their product...

Essence of Healing: The Journey of American Indian Nurses (2016) 57 min USA
Director - Loretta Heuer, Candace Muggerud

This film showcases the lives of 14 nurses who live and work in the Upper Great Plains.
While their lives and stories are different, they all share a common theme--their past life
experiences and American Indian heritage have made them extraordinary healers.

Joakim Lund - Love Falls Softly (2017) 5 min Norway
Director - Helge Kallevik

Music video with Joakim Lund starring as actor, songwriter and singer in the beautiful
town hall in Haugesund. The building was built in new classical style and was completed
in 1931. The magnificent city hall over two levels, as well as recording in the studio,
forms the backdrop of the music video. The concept in the video is open to interpretation.
It shows a man on two levels. One is painted in white makeup, the other has a marked
black strip or mask painted over the eyes. One observes the other. It can remind a battle
between the good and the evil, heaven or hell or black and white. The video also shows
various floral kaleidoscopes projected in the dome of the city hall. These are based on and
inspired by digital artwork by the artist, Joakim Lund. Love Falls Softly is an intense
musical short film that is almost perceived as meditative and provides room for reflection.

Just Be There (2017) 14 min

Hungary

Director - Ulla Nagy, Balázs Nyitrai

B's relationship with his over-controlling box trainer father suddenly appears in a different
light when B gets to know about the father's serious illness.

I, Timon (2016) 90 min Australia
Director - Dan and Bramwell Noah

Shakespeare's forgotten masterpiece of a good man in an evil world.

"Freezer Burn" (2017) 8 min Canada
Director - Marina Bruno

An enthusiastic business man purchases a freezer.

Ant (2015) 37 sec USA
Director - Zhongwen Hu

The story is about a boy killed the ant. The inspiration directly comes from the daily life
experience of killing seemingly insignificant things. At the same time, I have been
engaging ideas as deep as the samsara, which is the repeating cycle of birth, life and death
that is affected by one’s actions and consequences in the past, present, and future. My
video reproduces these complex ideas as both conceptual yet understandable to a general
audience.

Flipped Out (2017) 5 min USA
Director - Jae Bae

“Flipped out” is a 2D animated film about an old flip phone who gets replaced by the latest
smartphone model. The animation’s hand-drawn style complements the film’s message
which is to face inevitable obsolescence with grace and wisdom as you gain selfknowledge.

Paradoxical (2017) 88 min Taiwan
Director - Mu-Ming Tsai

A man with a mysterious background meets a beautiful, enigmatic plant designer. After a
series of unconventional dates, she discovers a mysterious lottery ticket, revealing the man's
true profession and overturns their definition of time.

Dress Rehearsal (2017) 21 min USA
Director - Michael Boston

A struggling method actor takes his research too far.

SERGE LIFAR: A REVOLUTION IN DANCE (2016) 55 min

France

Director - Ivan Kuzmin, Florent Durth

The French ballet is among the best in the world today. A lot thanks to Serge Lifar - an
immigrant who fled the Russian revolution to make a revolution in the world of dance.
This film tells the story of his breathtaking life and career, love and passion. And the
influence he still holds on the world of dance.

DOLL (2017) 6 min Australia
Director - JIA HE

A girl trapped in a house where an evil nesting doll captures souls.

RINGO ROCKET STAR and his song for Yuri Gagarin (2017) 10 min Netherlands
Director - Rene Nuijens

‘RINGO ROCKET STAR and his song for Yuri Gagarin' is a dry tragic musical comedy
(short) film about a gipsy guy who does think he can be famous by writing a song for the
first man in the space 'YURI GAGARIN'...

Babylondon (2017) 52 min United Kingdom
Director - Andres Roccatagliata

BabyLondon is a documentary, which reveals an invisible side of society in London, a city
where reality and illusion get muddled up.
Young immigrants from different countries, share ideas, beliefs and experiences which
connects us with a universe full of questions which make us doubt the political and social
system we live in.
The people who appear in the documentary explore an alternative lifestyle which puts them
on the margins of the system, recycling food from dustbins, living in houses which have
been abandoned by their owners and taking drugs as a way to explore.
In the course of the documentary these characters show us the nature of the world they
inhabit, a world full of uncertainties, a context in which experimentation plays a primordial
role in understanding the purpose of life.
These characters show us a hidden side of the London underground; a psychedelic London
which coexists with the cultural discomfort prevailing in postmodern society.
The filmmaker has immersed himself in an urban subculture, developing an audio-visual
experience, which portrays a fragment of the hidden alternative culture in London while at
the same time revealing the cultural disenchantment that exists in postmodern society.

Storage (2016) 62 min Ireland
Director - Rupert MacCarthy-Morrogh

Storage is an experimental film that attempts to conceptualise male perception of changing
gender roles and the intimate conflicts that result. The film takes the form of a dark
fairytale, where the obstacles that must be faced are man's own inner demons. Storage
explores the nature of regret by following the struggle of one man to resolve a lifetime of
poor decisions, their impacts on his life and the lives of the people he has loved. John is
forced to journey through his internal world to reconcile his past and face the
consequences of his actions in an attempt to obtain a final peace

The App (2016) 25 min France
Director - Thomas Grascoeur

When 30-year-old Faustine comes back home to prepare herself before meeting her date
she finds herself face to face with a stranger who has made himself at home in her
apartment. What if apps became real people and actually lived in our homes ?

Yesterday and today (2017) 4 min Israel
Director - Boris Marinin
Based on personal journal I wrote for 5 years, a story of me and my father.

EJK (Extra Judicial Killing) (2016) 98 min Philippines
Director – ROLANDO SANCHEZ

“EJK” is not just about the dead bodies piling up on the street in the Philippines but rather
its a film that forces us to literally experience the evil of drug addiction and drug
trafficking, a Filipino society’s menace which resulted in many unexplained and unabated
killings. The killings, the violence, the exploitative means by which people are used and
abused are brutally captured on this film in a manner that spares nothing to unveil the
atrocities created by soul-less people who authored it.
The story revolves around siblings BRYAN and JOSEPH RAMIREZ. After the violent
death of their parents, the two struggled to live on the street, amidst the dangerous,
exploitative and almost inhuman condition. They eventually were separated by the dictate
and force of painful circumstances. Later on, Bryan became a police officer who would not
hesitate to kill persons of interest who try to resist arrest . Joseph, on the other hand,
became a society’s menace who who was exploited by a corrupt police officer named Rex
Motabato.
The film will enable us to have a peek inside the world of drug trafficking . The sordid and
fetid environment of drug victims and dealers. The drug that numb the pain of emotional,
physical, mental and sexual trauma. The scenes of physical abuses and killings is
discomfiiting and shown in flat details that do not manipulate emotion.
“EJK” is not a political nor a propagandist movie. It is just a simple sibling’s story evolved
into one compelling film.

The Spider's Web: Britain's Second Empire (2017) 78 min

United Kingdom

Director Michael Oswald

The Spider’s Web: Britain's Second Empire, is a documentary film that shows how
Britain transformed from a colonial power into a global financial power. At the demise
of empire, City of London financial interests created a web of offshore secrecy
jurisdictions that captured wealth from across the globe and hid it behind obscure
financial structures in a web of offshore islands. Today, up to half of global offshore
wealth may be hidden in British offshore jurisdictions and Britain and its offshore
jurisdictions are the largest global players in the world of international finance. How did
this come about, and what impact does it have on the world today? This is what the
Spider's Web sets out to investigate.

Aamina (2017) 16 min

India

Director - Abhijeet More

The sudden implementation of demonetization by the Indian govt. hits an illiterate female
mill worker, Aamina. Like thousands around her, Aamina too tries to cope up with the
situation and its effects. While trying to do so, Aamina sets on a journey which exposes her
to the shades of the human nature, social beliefs and cultural faiths.

A Winter's Jazz Fantasy (2017) 5 min

USA

Director - Paolo Pizzi
Music video - re-imagining Vivaldi's Winter

The unequalled:Girl child and the PNDT act (2017) 9 min

India

Director - Saurish Hegde

LITTLE BIG - HATEFUL LOVE (2016) 3 min Russian Federation
Director - Iliya Prusikin, Alina Pasok

Little Big – first russian rave music band, who explode the dancefloors not only in Russia,
but abroad. Every song, video and performance of the band is an image of social events,
that occur in the world. Musicians touch actual problems of the country and stereotypes
about Russia. Real trash, a riot of color, balancing on the edge of absurdity combined with
rave, powerful electronic music with the elements of hip-hop. HATEFUL LOVE it's the
newest video of the band. Slogan says: "When you break up and he says "We can stay
friends..." We used combination of soft and vibrant colors, difference of girls beauty and
also strange, sometimes frightening metaphors to show you in a beautiful way how scary to
be hating by a woman.

French 20 min France
Director - Josza Anjembe

At seventeen, Seyna, a teenager from Cameroon is passionate about France history, the
country where she was born and she is deeply in love.
Her diploma in hand, and approaching her majority, Seyna only desire one thing: to
acquire French nationality. But her father Amidou is fiercely opposed to it.

Divia (2017) 50 min USA
Director - Roger Slagle

Divia is also available on Vimeo as a Password protected file. When Diva and her baby
are tricked into leaving their Rajasthani village to come to America; they are exploited by
international crime and trafficking cartels. Diva is a realistic depiction of the thousands of
lost children in India who are trafficked into Western countries via organized crime and
sold into illegal adoptions or worse. This is a NARRITIVE film that brings village Indian
life and the underworld of human trafficking to the screen. This emotional film begins in
Hindi with English sub-titles and depicts the locating of a light skinned baby in a remote
village. Once in Northern California Divia and her baby are abruptly separated as cash is
exchanged between thugs, lawyers and wealthy patrons. The film ends when the baby is
flown away in a helicopter as her mother meets her fate. This film is dedicated to the
Divia's of the world

Rencontre (2016) 31 min France
Director - Antonin Lechat

Rencontre recount a travel journal from the Mongolian steppes to a village of Bretagne by
the Atlantic's shores.
Crossing 3 continents, from Ulaanbaatar to Le Pouliguen passing by Samarkand, Isfahan,
Cairo or Sarajevo, through the Pamir's mountain range, the Gobi deserts and the Arabian's
land.
From several solo travel experiences such as astonishment and fear, pain and love,
encounters and solitude, Antonin Lechat will travel on a geographically emotional world
map that will approach him to himself as the road brings our character to his origins.
PARADISE (2016) 4 min Israel
Director - Roi Natan Zukerman, Neta Berkovich

PARADISE” is futuristic brothel run by an artificial intelligence, The Madam. Each room
is one of her prostitutes and deleted after each client. One room wishes to be human, feel
and keeps items from her clients secretly, without The Madams’ knowledge.
The movie focusses on one encounter between 207 and the client, a fatal encounter that
leads 207 to her elimination by The Madam.

ONE DAY IN JULY (2015) 2 min Italy
Director - Hermes Mangialardo

One children play with sand on a beach, buat a soldier come with his gun...
The Outsider 104 min Italy
Director - Roberto Paolini

Cristian is in his Thirties and has decided to quit his job to seek his own path, but now he
finds himself unable to make a decision and unsure of what to expect from the future.
Stuck in this precarious rut, Cristian lives day to day, meeting up with friends in the same
old bar, drinking and philosophising until late. In addiction to his regular anxieties, some
nights his sleep is interrupted by a visit of a dark stranger who seems to want something
from him.
It is during this prolonged lull that Cristian falls in love with Greta, a girl with a Spanish
accent, slightly younger than him, who emits a light and enthusiasm quite different from
Cristian’s own. They start a relationship but as often happens ‘love is not enough’, and
Christian soon calls into question his whole life and the people that are part of it, in a quest
to find peace of mind.
A fascinating but contemplative film, aesthetic, funny and thoughtful. Intentionally shot in
Milan, which great scenographic potential is not so exploited by our cinema.

Chill and Shivering (2016) 10 min Hong Kong
Director - Kwok Wai Chung Philip, Yip Shun Shing Vincent

The protagonist is a typical young introvert who does not venture outdoors, lives in his
own world, and is obsessed with computers, models and dolls. He occupies an old rented
flat. One night, a mysterious thing happens. He is unaware that the dwelling was formerly
a shop providing traditional Chinese herbal medical service, and that his environment has
become supernatural. The experience turns out to be a life-changing one.
Notes From The New World (2011) 104 min USA
Director - Vitaly Sumin

Los Angeles, USA… In the process of preparing for the leading role in a play based on
Dostoevsky’s Notes from the Underground, a young actor is drawn into a world of
intrigue, romance, and murder.

The Road To Elsinore (2016) 98 min Canada
Director - Wesley Rickert

A renegade art-road trip that roams a rural landscape in search of lost poets, art criminals,
outcasts, ghosts and a mirage east of Toronto. Leaving behind the spectacle of the city, this
journey takes the long way in championing iconoclastic irrationality, never assuming
traditional characters or narratives, and creating itself with cross genre mixing. Part
documentary, part music video and part stage play, this film provides a psychedelic
alternative to the usual road trip plot, while confronting the dazzle camouflage of
entertainment that pokes a thumb into Canadian and international art politics.

I love you, daddy (2015) 13 min

Bulgaria

Director - Rositsa Trayanova

Veronica is a young 25 year old woman who works as a prostitute to save her father who
has cancer. She sleeps with different guys everyday and after that she goes home to take
care for her father...

RAGE (2016) 82 min Poland
Director - Michał Węgrzyn

After a quarrel with his wife, Adam spends time with his mistress at the gym. Later, as he
runs 20 kilometers to get home, he takes a phone call, which is his dream come true. The
owner of a TV station promotes him to evening news editor. Adam’s imagination conjures
up a vision of a brilliant career. He doesn’t suspect his world will soon collapse… Now he
has 90 minutes to patch up his life.

Apricot Groves (2016) 79 min Armenia
Director - Pouria Heidary Oureh

Aram, the Iranian Armenian youth who has immigrated to the US in childhood returns to
Armenia for the first time to propose to an Armenian girlfriend Aram met and lived with in
the US. Aram sees many cultural, religious, and national differences on the one day trip,
but harder obstacles are ahead.

